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As I look back at the political battles of 2017, I’m reminded that our state does better when we all work together for the 

shared values of stronger communities, opportunity and fairness for all. In short, Wisconsin does better when we all do 

better. 

 

Despite other states rebounding from the Great Recession, Republican policies have shrunk Wisconsin’s middle class, shifted 

more costs onto working families and created an 111,000 jobs deficit.  

 

Seven years of failed Republican budgets are felt every time we drive over a pothole or cast a ballot for a school referendum. 

We feel it in our pocketbooks as our wages remain stagnant, while 47 millionaires receive a new tax break.  

 

Wisconsin families are working harder than ever but can’t get ahead because Republicans continue to favor the wealthy and 

foreign corporations. Gov. Walker and legislative Republicans are draining resources from our schools, roads and local 

communities in order to fund the largest taxpayer giveaway to a foreign corporation in U.S. history. 

 

Instead of pitting families against one another and favoring out-of-state corporations at the expense of home-grown 

businesses, we should work to level the playing field and make sure everyone who works hard has an opportunity to succeed. 

 

In 2018 Democrats remain united in our values to create a more fair economy, expand opportunities and strengthen 

communities.  

 

Democrats have offered dozens of forward-looking solutions to expand access to affordable health care, invest in 

infrastructure and improve workplace flexibility for hardworking Wisconsin families. We’ve introduced bills to address the 

sky-rocketing costs of childcare, expand the family medical leave act, provide student loan debt relief, and invest in our local 

schools. 

 

These are the issues that impact families across Wisconsin and these are the issues that families want fixed. By focusing on 

policies that encourage growth and drive innovation, we can expand economic opportunities and move Wisconsin forward.  

 

I know we can do better. If we want to grow our middle class and help our next generation succeed in a competitive global 

economy, we need to invest in our state and retain the best and the brightest. We will continue to fight for common-sense 

solutions to lower student loan debt, expand access to child care, raise family wages and increase retirement security.  

 

Onward, upward and forward to 2018.  

 
Jennifer Shilling serves as the Senate Democratic Leader and represents the 32nd District which covers La Crosse, Vernon, Crawford and 

parts of Monroe County.  
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